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CHAPTER SIX

------------~~~------------------

ESL Students and WAC
Programs: Varied Populations

and Diverse Needs
. AN:-\ M. jOH:-:S
Sail Diego State Unioersity

During the years since the VlAC movement was initiated, the
. student populations in man)' college and university class-

rooms have become increasingly linguistically diverse.' This eth-
nic diversity is due to all il~flux'c>f new immigrants, the result of
changes ill the immigrnrion laws (as noted by Mcl.eod and

. Miragliain the introduction to this volume), and, to a lesser ex-
tent, to increased enrollment of inrernarional students. In states
such as California, Florida, Illinois, New York, and Texas, the
growth in the immigrant population has been dramatic. There
has also been cOJ;siderable growth in unlikelystares such as Ala-
bama, Arkansas, Nevada, North Carolina, and South Carolina.

These linguistically diverse students present new challenges
to faculty in the disciplines, who may have planned 'their cur-
ricula with native speakers of English in mind, who I11l1}' feel
alienated from diverse students (Zamcll;' and who have what
may he unrealistic expectations about the level of proficiency a .
non-native. speaker can attain in vvritren prose. In order to work
with these faculty, it is important for those involved in writing
a~ross the curriculum to review the literature on second-language
acquisition, error, and contrastive rhetoric; examine how the
•.foundation" ESL writingcourses, if an)" are ta light; and con-
sider how best to help faculty in the disciplines (perhaps includ-
ing composition and rhetoric faculty) work with ESL writers.
Before we examine these issues, however, let lIS first look at who
these writers are.
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Who Are thrLinguisticalIy Diverse Students?
·c

Perhaps the !ilost important point to be made abour our ESL
students is tharihey arc cliver.~ein many ways: they vary in their
proficiency levd~ in their first languages and in English, in their
professional aims and literacy theories, and in their academic
expectations. In order to sorr out some of these differl'nces, ~dLJ-

cationn] experts have somewhat artificially separated diverse stu-
dents into c:ltegorics. The brgest and most dispersed of these
groups consists of naturalized citizens and documented or un-
dOClll1ll'nted aliens-students who wert' horn in another country,
have come to the United States, ~enerallv with their families, and

' . "

intend to rcmnin, Many of these students are identified ill pri-
mary and secondary schools :\S limited English proficient (1.EI»-
that is, as not having achieved the academic iangu:1ge proficiencies
necessary to cOl11pen: with monolingual English-speakers.1 The
LEP student population increased more than Ion percent in U.S,
puhlicschools (K- I2) between academic ye;\rs 19X5-Rt'l and
1994-95, jllmping from 1,41-:7,549 to 3, I32,10 I srudel1t~ (.{)Isen
6). In some stares, such ;1S California, Tex:ls, and Nt,\\, York, this
Poplllationrepresellts the majority in many 'Urban schools. \Vhen
these students enter colleges and universities, they may he re-
quired to enroll in ESL or hasic writing classes in addition to a
full complemellt of lll1iversity-level courses. '

Of course, some immigrant students are no longer limited
English proficient when they enter ullivt'rsitie;;. Nonetheless, they
may have cultural hackgrounds or values that arc considerahly
d iffl'rent from those of North American ;)cadcl11ic cultures (Johns,
"Interpreting" .1HO; \XIdaratna). Immigrant students rend to select
fromsi limited set of majors, dictated hv their cultural values or
the nVFd for immediate family income, a's "Yell,as by their English
profitiencie!>. Many of the Asian immigrant students, for example,
selecttfechnical and engineering majors because they are concerned
ah(>Lit~competing with Illonolingual English-language speakers
in prqfessions requirtng extensive Written and spoken communi-
cation (Takaki 26). Additionally, 'the parents of many of these
students immigrated or got their green cards because of their tech-
nical ~kills, so there is family pressure, to follow a career path
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that has proven successful. Often, immigrant srudcnrs must work
long hours to put themselves through school while helping their
families adjust to a new cultural and linguistic context. Thus,
they may view coursesin the humanities and social sciences, and
writing assignments in these courses, as extraneous to their goals.

A second, related group of linguistically diverse students con-
sists of emergent English-dominant learners, "children of immi-
grants who have oral competency in English and the cultural
references of native English speakers" (California Pathways t 9).
These students niay lack expertise in academic writing in both
tlicir first, or "heritage," language" and in English, particularly
in the use of vocabulary and standard gramm:1\', In many cases,
emergent English-dominant learners continue to make errors rhar
have become so much a part of their language that they do nor
recognize them as nonstandard and thereforecannot correct them.
Teaching about these errors is difficult for the students" instruc-
tors for a vn riery of reasons: because the rules for use arc ex-
rrcmcly complex; because the standard English usage is illogical
grammatically; because grnmmnrical usage in the first language
continues to he dominant in the student's mind; or because of
fossilization.' Errors such as till' misuse or omission of the defi-
nite article "the" occur in the discourse of many Asian-origin
and' some Arabic-speaking students and fall into the "extremely
complex rules" category. Errors related to using the third-person
singular -S form ("1 know, you know, she/he know") fall into the
illogical category and are found in the discourse of students from
many language groups. In Romance languages such as Spanish
and French, speakers inflect adjectives; t11l1~,students from these
backgrounds so'l11etimes transfer this feature into English ("the
bcautifuls girls") because in the case of this grammatical feature,
the heritage language remains dominant. Fossilization, resulting
in permanent "interlangungc'" or between-language errors, oc-
curs among many of these students for a variety of reasons. This
error type may have developed over time because of large classes,
insufficient teacher input, or other factors affecting a student's
primary and secondary education in North America. Many over-
worked public school teachers fail to give students sufficient feed-
back on their written work, and unfortunately, if second-language
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(1.2) learners function for a long rime in a language without be-
ing corrected, they may not develop full control of English gram-
111;11',syntax, and semantics. In fact, their English-language
developmCllt 111;1)'stop, or fossilize, before they have acquired all
of its central features (Call/im/ill I'atlnoays 19; for a usL'ful..list of
fossilized errors, see Lcki, UlIdcrs/tllIdillg).

' This emergent English-dol11in:lnt group of students, made up
of the children of immigrallts, is the one ;1hout which ESt and .
developl1lelltal composition instructors in postsecontbry institu-
tions arc olrcn mosr concerned. Their difficulties with English
tend to be intracrnbh-, ;1I1dlike their mO/lolingual English-speak-
ing counterparts but unlike their international student peers, they
may not have acquired a l11etabnguage-languagl:abollt language
(johns, Text I ,H)-that elwbles them to talk about the features
of their written, or spoken, discourses.

A third, considerably smaller, linguistically diverse student
group consists of international sWdellts.Sincl' 1954 this popula-
tion has increased in U.S. postsecondary education by 1,200 per-
cent, from 34,232 to 453,7!l7. Currently, international students
represent 3.1 percent of the total college and university enroll-
mcnr, This figure is misleading, however, because of concentra-
tions in certain levels of education, in certain regions, and in a
fc~ 1l1ajors. Stlldcnt~ from this group generally holdF-1 or other
student visas and represent 2.5 percent of the four-year univer-
sityenrollll1ents, 10.1 percent of graduate enrollments, and33.0
percent of doctoral degree cnrollmenr». The majority of these
students arc enrolled in large public, and a few large private,
universities concentrated in the Northeast, Midwest, and Pacific
Wl'st Coast. The mosr popular majors for international studl'nts
arc business and management (10.2 percent) and engineering ( 16.1
percent). Twelve of the top fifteen countries of origin arc in Asia.
japan, Koren, Thailand, Indonl'sia, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Int,lia,
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Singapore, Malaysia, and the Philippines
(Da vids 12-15). International students, in contrast to many im-
migrant and English-emergent students, tendto be academically
proficient in their first languages and to use a metalanguage when
discussing English grammar because of their English as a foreign
Language (EFL) educations in their home counrries.
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Reviewing the Research on Second-Language
Acquisition, Error, and Contrastive Rhetoric

All three groups of students may fall under the ESL. rubric at our
universities, though they may respond differently to our classes

. and face very different obstacles to atraining their degrees, For
these reasons, it is important that WAC administrators, and the
faculty with whom they work, he aware Hot only of the varicry
among the "ESI." groups hut also know something about the
lircrnrurc on second-language acquisition, error, and contrastive
rhetoric, This literature demonstrates that bngu:1ge learning pro-
cesscs arc complicated and idiosyncratic, sometimes resulting in
fossilization into nonstandard gmmmnricul and lexical forms.
Some of the best and most accessible discussions of second-lan-
guagc acquisition (SLA) as it relates to ESt. writing include
Sridhar's article" A Reality Check for SI.A Theories"; Silva, l.cki,
and Carson's "Broadening the Perspective of Mainstremn COI1l-

position Studies", (which discusses second-language acquisition
research and writing instruction, noting the importance of each
to the understandingof diverse student populations); and l.cki's
Understanding EST. Writers: /\ Guide [or Teachers. l.ck i is espe-
cially helpful because the volume indud~s a discussion of the
types and possible sources of student mistakes. She makes this
comment on current theories about sources of error: "It docs
seem clear that students' first languages have an influence on the
kinds of problems they will have with English .... Bur although
a small number'of errors can he associated with particular lan-
guage h.lckgrounds, the vast majority ... resemble each other
and. therefore, seem to be a result of the structure of English
itself" (I 10). Thus, according to current theory, particular Ica-
rurcs of the English language itself conrriburc most to the fossil-
ization of errors in student discourses.

Leki also makes these important comments about second-
language acquisition processes and error variation:

A learner's progress Iin learning <1second language! is not sruhlc
but ischaracterized by movements backwards and forwards along
the path toward the second language, as new input, previously
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too complex to take in, is analyzed and processed.... This ana-
Iyzin~ ami processing causes previously in-place inrerlanguage
features to shift.

Sometimes, under certain conditions, a ~L'L'l11ingl}'acquired
correct second language form is dropped in favor of an error....
This phenomenon occurs in a variety of situations: if rhc learner
must suddenly deal with new or difficult subject matter in the
second language, experiences anxiety, lacks practice in the s..:c-
ond language, or slackens attention. (UlldL'rsl.l1/(/ill~ II 1-12)

discourse, which tells readers where they have been and where
they are going ("In the last section, we discussed XXX; now we
turn to YYY"), and conjunctions of vnrious types (e.g., "how-
ever," "in conclusion ") that signal readers about changes or con-
tinuations in argumentation or discourse function (see Williams
28 for a thorough discussion of metadiscourse features). Western
academics require such metalanguage and sometimes penalize
writersfor not including it. Maralcnc suggests that various his-
torical influences Oil Chinese writing persist in modern prose,
despite the vicissitudes of the Cultural Revolution and other major
upheavals affecting education. She discusses the influences of
Confucian thought, the features of the" g-legged· essay " that was
characteristic of civil service examinations for centuries, and other
cultural influences that leave their traces on the discourse of
modern writers from China.

~
These comments should be useful for faculty, for they explain
wh@earners make errors on timed written examinations that
they would not make if provided with sufficient time to revise;
why complex assignments sometimes result in error-ridden pa-
pers; and why drafts written under relaxed or ungraded condi-
tions might also result in unusual errors. The best conditions for
L2 student writing arc those in which students understand the
content" and the expected format of the required paper; have prac-
ticed the task assigned, have time to conscientiously correct their
errors, and know that their instructors consider error correction
sufficiently important to make it part of the grade." .

Another topic that is central roundcrstanding the ESI. stu-
dent populations is contrastive rhetoric, a research area that has
become increasingly sophisticated over the years ill its analyses
of relationships between discourse and culture. Sources particu-
larly accessible to faculty are Loki's Understanding ESt \Vriters
and two excellent collections: Connor and Kaplan's Writing
Across I..anguagcs and Purves's Writillg Across Languages and
CIIltllres. Two important contributions to contrastive rhetoric
are a chapter by Hinds (in Connor and Kaplan), in which he
argues that American English texts are "writer-responsible" "~ll1d
thus rhetorically quite different from "reader-responsible" texts
in more homogeneous cultures, and an article by Matalcne ("Con-
rrusrivc Rhetoric: An American Writing Teacher in China "), one
of the most culturally sensitive essays in the literature. Hinds 'ar-
glles that in "writer-responsible" cultures, such as those in North
America, readers an: more heterogeneous and thus writers must
lead them through the texts in ways not necessary in more
homogenous cultures such-as China and Japan. This "writer re-
sponsibility" involves man)' tactics, including the use of meta-

Once WAC administrators acquaint themselves with the litera-
ture, the)' should take a careful look at how ESL, and other writ-
ing classes in which ESL students arc enrolled, is taught in their
universities. \X'hell preparing this manuscript', I sent our this query
on the WAC list: "How do you inrcgrare the teaching of \':SL
students into your WAC progrnms?"One response was from the
irate director of a writing program with many enrolled ESt stu-
dents who arc taught, for the most purr, hy graduate students in
a Tca.chers of En~lish to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOI.)
M.A. program.' He complained that because his university's

. TESOL lv1.A. students do not take classes in the teaching of writ-
.ing, they believe that writing is "nothing more than a string of
sentences in no \vay distinct from language skills." He argued,
quite convincingly, that many TESOL graduate programs around
the country still do not devote sufficient time to the teaching of
academic reading and writing:'

This perceived difference between some TFSOL graduat..:
programs and programs in composition and rhetoric is an im-
portant one for our undcrsranding of students' theories of writ-
ing and writing tasks derived from their writing classes. In a stlilty

Examining the ."Foundation" Writing Courses
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at one comprehensive university, Atkinson and Ramanathan
found considerable disparity between writing programs for mono-
lingual English-speakers (MES) and those courses for ESL (par"
ricularly international) students. ESL teachers assumed that
students did not have native competence in "American culture, l'

whereas the MES programs assumed considerable knowledge of
the "Western" way of life.The MESprograms valucd.originuliry,
creativity, Western logic, and rationality as commonsense notions
in composition, whereas the ESL writing courses vailled academic
writing that followed certain discourse conventions, particularly
the "modes" (c.g., comparison/contrast, cause/effect). The ESt.
writing courses emphasized form at both the discourse and sen-
tence levels; theMES courses focused on writing development.
Atkinson and Ramanathan concluded that "some of rlic very
approaches to writing that arc rewarded in [one] .program ap-
pear to be stigmatized in [the other]" (563).

These findings are useful to WAC udministrarors because
research indicates that linguistically diverse students bring to all
of their academic classrooms theories of writing and how writ-
ing tasks should be approached that have been developed in their
first cultures and in their writing classrooms in their homc.coun-
tries arid in North America. These theories undoubtedly influ-
ence the ways students conceptualize, plan, and execute their
writing assignments in all of their classes. Wise WAC adminisrra-
tors will begin rhinkingabour ESL writing issues by talking to.
the teachers of ESL or basic writing in their own institutions ahour
pedagogics employed.

After educating ourselves, there arc a number of steps we can
take to assist other faculty in understanding the issues and in
improving the academic achievement and motivation of ESt stu-
dents. In particular, WAC administrators can help faculty recog-
nize rhc vnricry of needs, langu.igc proficicncics, and cultural
cOlllTihllrions al1long linguistically diverse srudcur«, .uul to un-:

dcrsrand that linguistically diverse students' notions about aca-

dcrnic writing and writing in the disciplines may differ from those
of the dominant university culture.

Faculty have no doubt already been advised to administer
early nee~s-assesSlllent surveys to determine who their students
are, what they arc studying, and what they expect from their
classes. An early survey is particularly important in classes in
which linguistically diverse srudcnrs are enrolled. These asse;s-
mcnrs can help faculty identify the various student populations
represented and what these students might be able to contribute
to a particular classroom. Assessment questionnaires call also
assist f;lculty in identifying those who might have difficulty with,
speaking, reading, or writing ussignmenrs. Questions such as the
following might be posed inu survey: "What is your first lan-
guage?"; "Do you read and write ill this language?"; "How long
have you lived in thl'United Stares?"; "What English Ianguagl'
wriring difficulties do you have, if any?"; "What university-Ievd
writing classes have you completed?"; "What is your major?";
"Why did you select it?" (Johns, "Language"). On Illy own cam-
pus, we have found that faculty who arc aware of the diverse
students in their c1asse~ tend to model and scaffold their assign-
mcnrs more conscientiously and to rccnrnrncnr] a writing center
or ru tor when the need arises.

. Faculty can use the informution about diverse students gath-
crcd from needs assessments to enhance class discussion and pre-
scnrurions and to bring a more international or mulriculrural
approach to a COUr~e. In an article from an excellent collection
Oil cultural diversity and cultur,t1literacy, Walters has this to say
about rhc contributions of diverse students to our classes: "Re-
search dcrnonstr.in-, the strengths that 'students from various
cultural and linguistic groups might possess, strengths that could
be used as a starting point for our pedagogy and shared with
classmates so rhur they can learn from each other" (15). The
lircrurun- suggests many ways for faculty to draw from ESl. sru-
dents" strengths. In linguistics, lallguagL', literacy, ,1I1dL'ducation
classes, studcnr., can provide example!> from their spoken or writ-
tell first bllgU;]gL':-;to exemplify certain teaching points. In all-
rh ropology, studcnr-, C;] n d i~clJ!>sthe k Illsh ip rcrms used ill thl'i I'
fallliliL'!>;ill !>ociology, rhc \';lri()lI~ L"lJ!tllr;1I1l01"llISof srudcnr grollps
can be a topic for di!>cllssion or writing. PostlllodL'rn historians

Helping Faculty in the Disciplines
Understand ESL Students
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can draw from students' own views of U.S. history or of the his-
tory of their own countries or families, demonstrating that his-
torical retelling is socially constructed. Even in the sciences,
students' first-culture theories about evolution or other topics
can be discussed as ways of viewing natural phenomena.

As noted earlier, ESL students bring to academic classrooms
their own ideas about'what good writing is and what roles they
should playas writers as they. both produce and process texts.
Though this statement may be true of all students to some de-
gree, the gap between what is expected in our academic class-
rooms and the students' own literacy expectations and experiences
may be even greater when those enrolled are linguistically or cul-
turally diversc.!" In a useful discussion of this issue, Basham, Ray,
and Walley make the following comment:

When ... teachers ask students to read a text and then to re-
spond in writing, whether to summarize, criticize or comment, '
the)' do so with certain underlying assumptions about the nature
of text's, of literate practices 'in general, and more specifically,
about what constitutes "academic discourse. ~The facr that these
1I1Hll'r1yingassumptions :11'l' oft('n left illl/J/i('it can cause proh-
lcms for students, particularly those second language learners
who come to university with very different expectations about
discourse in general and academic discourse in particular. For
example, Asian students may incorporate whole phrases from
known texts in their writing (Maralcnc 19H5,Scollon and Scollon
1991).... Problems can also occur when students' culturally
determined rules for spoken discourse affect their writing. \X/ithin
the cultural experience of most Alaskan Native groups, for ex-
ample, there arc limits ro the nurhoriry a speaker may claim on a
topic. ... The resulting circumspection of assertion is ill direct
variance with demands of academic writing. (299)

are realized in texts in particular academic disciplines, they may
begin to develop an appreciationfor or a critical stance toward
those values and an understanding of why they may need to ac-
quire discourse repertoires for certain academic contexts.

Other issues relating to "good" writing and thinking may be
at odds with the cultural and discourse experiences of ESL stu-
dents. Muchuri, Mulamba, Myers, and Ndoloi (175-98) note
that an 'insistence on the use of personal voice, common to some
composition and humanities classes, is anathema to students who
come from cultures in which drawing attention to oneself is dis-
couraged. In some parts of Africa and Asia, for example, writers
are encouraged to take on not personal but community voices: of
local leaders, of mythical characters, or of famous heroes of the
past. In a"related article, Ramanathan and Kaplan (1996) argue
that "voice and a udicnce are largely 'culturally constrained no-
tions, relatively inaccessible to students who arc not full partici-

, pants in a culture within which they arc asked to write" (22).
Most U.S. faculty value "critical thinking," a variously de-

fined concept that has become an increasingly controversial topic
in the ESI. literature. Fox, for example, speaks of this couccpr as
deeply rooted in U.S. culture and in the particular academic stances
rhar academics reward (125). Atkinson, after discussing the vari-
ety of approaches to critical thinking in North American pcda-
g<;gy, concludes that

Central to this argument is the fact that many students do not
"naturally" share with faculty an understanding about the val-
ues that underlie the discourse of a particular academic subject.
Thus, the)' would benefit from instructor explanations or class-
room discussions about how a successful paper for that parricu-
lar context is organized, what content should he included, and
how the a rgumcnrari 011 is made (see:Belcher). If students arc given
soruc clues about the values and "ways of being" (C;Cl'rtz) rhnr

}It

critical thinking is cultural thinking. Thus, Ihave ~lIggested that
critical thinking may well he in the nature of social practice-
discoverable if not clearly self-evident only to those broughr up
in a cultural milieuin which it operates, however tacitly, as a
socially valued norm .... [The literature points to/ vastly differ-
cnt understandings across cultures of three notions directly im-

, plicared in critical thought: individualism, self-expression, and
using language as a tool for learning. (89)

These cornmcnrs reveal why man)' ESL students major in the sci-
ences or engineering. According to L2 speakers in science and
technology disciplines (johns, "Written Argumentation," "Inter-
preting"; Swales), the spcci fie J irccrions for how cri rica I rh ough t
can be achieved, the exploitation of visuals, rcpcarcd standard
rcxr structure. the IISL'of rhc passive ro xuhdu« or omir Ihe PtT-
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sonal agent, and multiple authorship of scientific and technical
writing appeal to many students for whom the personal nature
of other writing and vague suggestions for critical thinking-pose
difficult problems. Instructors in the humanities and social sci-
ences might consider a variety of ways for students to complete
an assigned task, thereby encouraging involvement of students'
own cultural "ways of being" as they think and write (see, e.g.,
Lcki, "Coping Strategies").

The initiatory practices of faculty in the disciplines have also
hccn interrogated in the ESL literature. In an important discus-
sion of this issue, ,CaS3nave presents the story of a young His-
panic woman who eventually dropped out of a Ph.D. program in
sociology because she coulJ not conform to the pseudoscientific
values of her professors or to the register in which they required
'her to write, and because the faculty steadfastly refused, to ac-
knowledge her values or approaches to texts. Casanavc notes
that "[this srudyj leuds us to ask ... whether disciplines should,
socialize all students into a preordained set of values and prac-
tices, or whether they should accommodate the cultural diversity
of the populations they serve and.rhus open themselves to change"
(14g-49). Villanueva elaborates on this issue in, "The Politics of
Literacy Across the Curriculum" (Chapter 7, this volume).

The Cnsanavc essay is part of an expanding literature on the
challenges and difficulties that I~SL students face as undcrgradu-
urcs (see, c.g., Johns, "Toward," "Text"; Leki, "Coping," UIl-
dcrstanding) and as graduate students (see Schneider and
Fujishimu.Conuor and Kaplan) in North American universities.
,In rhis lircrarurc, instructors are advised to listen for and respect
student difference by encouraging students to draw from their
own experiences and interests to complete academic tas~s;'()r to
cont riburc to classroom discussion or group work it;" ways with
which they arc comfortable. Also important to faculty under-
standing arc examinations of their own assumptions about what
it means to be academically literate or to think critically in their
clussroorns. The more explicit faculty can he about their assump-
tions, goals, and expectations, the more their diverse students
will undcrsrund rhc lunguagc registers and academic cultures in
which they an: artcmpring to succeed. And, like all students, those
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who speak English as a second language need to have opportuni-
ties to talk to knowledgeable students and faculty ahour drafts of
their assigned texts, thus encouraging critique and discllssion of
their progress before a, grade is awarded (Belcher).

Confronting Errors

Many faculty membL!rs complain vociferously about the sentence-
level errors in ESL studcnrs' written texts, though, as Belcher
points our, others ignore errors in student writing, grading only
for COntent. ThL! first group tends to stigmatize students. They
associate errors with inadequate thinking, "thus conflating 'bad
language' and 'insufficient cognitive development" (Zamcl507).
They complain that students "can't write" or that they "can't
think," when the)' actually mean that students have difficulty
correcting minor eri·ors, in their assignl:d writing. Fully as prob-
lcmaric are those faculty who completely ignore error, for by ig-
noring mistakes they do not help their students learn the discourse
features of their disciplines.

What can we ~u about and for these two groups of faculty?
This is a cornplcx.qucsrion that has been discussed exhaustively
in the ESL literature, and rhc research findings are conrrudicrory,
Some research has dealt with faculty tolerance for error. Vann,
Mycr, and Lorenz found that faculty were tolerant of ESL mis-
takes that monolingual English-speakers make such as misspell-
ings, comma splices, and subject-verb disagreement. They were
forgivi ng of article ("the/a/an") and prcpositioi, errors because'
these arc considered minor and "tricky." FaCility could not for-
giVl' otlicr types o~ F.SI. errors, however, such .1S those in which
verb affi:-.:c~ were incorrecrlv used.or one verb tense was subsri-
rurcd for another, Santos, 0;1 the ~)ther hand, found that faculty
were most anllo)'l·d by crror-, rhur both ES1. and n;ltive-speakillg
students make, such as those involving subject-verb and pronoun
agreement. They were most forgiving ()f "foreign" grammatical
and mechanical errors, but they would not tolerate misuse of
disciplinary vocahulary or weak argul11l:nr;ltion hy any of their
students. Interestil~!,d)', Santos f()ulld that professors ill the
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humanities and social sciences were more lenient toward ESL
errors than those in the physical sciences, older professors were
more lenient than younger ones, and (perhaps 'most interesting)
uon-nativc-spcaking professors were less lenient than monolin-
'gual English-speakers.

No doubt wc all have stories from our own campuses that
support the findings cited here. One of my experiences involves a
very intelligent Chinese-speaking student whose history instruc-
tor, like some whom Znmel mentions, confused error with poor
thinking and could not extricate the content from the grammar,
He noted all of the missing definite articles ("the") in her well-
constructed paper and wrote in red ink across the top of it, "You
shouldn't be in college!" For the most part, however, faculty arc
well-rncnning but bewildered by the problems in ESL student
writing that neither they nor, in some cases, the students can iden-
tify or correct. '

When should errors become a major issue? WAC adminis-
trators might recommend that faculty have different standards
for in-class examination essays and out-of-class assignments, re-
quiring careful editing only in our-of-class papers. Linguistically
diverse students tend to write more slowly and take more rime to
plan; often they can correct their work if they arc permitted to
draft their papers and edit them over time. Faculty should also
be aware of the growing number of English-emergent students
who have acquired fossilized errors. After producing these errors
in their spoken and written English for years, these students can-
not hear or see their mistakes, nor can they identify them in their
own written work. Thus, under some circumstances, students
should be permitted to work with a competent monolingual En-
glish-speaker in correcting their sentence-level errors. In addi-
tion, faculty might recommend a general handbook written by
an ESL expert. At my own institution and many others, Raimes's
Keys {or \'X/riters has \;een adopted b~ca'use the author has been
an ESL teacher for most of her professional life and her ESL sec-
tion is intelligently written. (l have included at the end of this
essay a brief description of this and other useful resources for
WAC directors to consult as they work with faculty on ESL is-
sues. )

Heading Off Plagiarism

As we all know, plagiarism is considered a major academic crime
in North American universities (see Mallon). Nearly every col-
lege catalog includes warnings ag.iinst plagiarism and lists the
penalties that infractions of thc rules can bring. Many faculty
mention-plagiarism in their syllabi, and some spend hours in the
library attempting to determine which sections of a student pa-
per have been plagiarized. Pcnnycook suggests some reasons for
faculty wrath: "Plagiarism ... undermines the authority of both
teacher and text; ... the ferocity of this hunting down of hor-
rowed words may be seen as part of a desperate rcarguard action

. against changing tcxrualitics" (215).
This is a useful argument, hut one that will not be readily

accepted among faculty who have been chasin!!, down and pun-
ishing plagiarists over the years. What may be more acceptable
are Pcnnycook's suggestions for teaching students who have
learned in their home cultures that mcmorizing and copyIng the
"greats" withour citation arc essential clements' in the written
work of a learned person:

Part of any discussion of citation, paraphrase, textual borrow-
in~, and >II forth needs ... to include a di~CIISsi()llof how .uu!
why' these notions have been constructed, how authorship, ;\11-

thcnticiry, and authority an: linked, and how these practices may
he in a process of flux .... Also needed i~ an attempt to under-
stand the other ~ilkof the coin-our students' textual :1I1dbh-
guagl' learning worlds as well as the consrrninr« upon their lives
and their pcrceprions of how academic nnrms operate and may
he floured. (227)

III addition to understanding some of the motivations behind rhc
issues of authorship and authority, diverse students need to prac-
tice summary and paraphrase A volume that many students have
found useful for this purpose is Braine and May's \Y/rilillg [rcnn
Sources: A Guide [or J-:SL Students, particularly the long chapter
"Using and Acknowledging Sources" (I Ilj-I,1i-i J,

In some academic classrooms, however, "pingi;lrislll" means
more than copying text and not ac\.;n()wll'dging sources, III one
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students in his classes that he rhoughr he was in a foreign country. Re-
cently, all instructor on my campus came to me during the first week of
class to complain that "none of [his] students speak English," because
so I1l:lIlY'appeared to be of Asian parentage.

J. Most experts a~ree rhar it requires ar least six years of conccntrnnx]
instruction in academic English, for most students to attain proficiency.
SOl11estudents, however, do not urtain this goal even after twelve years
(Scarcella).

ANN M. JOHNS

classroom on my campus, for example, if a student models a
paper on the organizationof another student's paper, sheor he
will receive an E Thus, as Pennycook and others have noted,
plagiarism can refer to copying ideas, to using language without
appropriate citation, or, in rare cases, to mimicking the organize-
rion of another text. Clearly, each faculty member must deter- '
mine what he or she believes plagiarism is and make the definition,
and penalties, clear to the students in the class. It would also be
useful to diverse students to see examples of plagiarism and ad-
equate paraphrasing in student papers so that they can avoid the
stundu rd pitfalls.

4, A large number of these students arc not lirerure in their family's first
language. ' ,

Final Thoughts

S, This first-langu:lge dominance was called "interference" by second-
language acquisition theorists in the 1960s; now it is referred to as "ncga-
rive rrunsfcr,"

Like many of the topics discussed in this volume, the issues of
ESL writing and the nature of writers arc complex and the re-
search findings are contradictory. If there were a single L2 lit-
eracy instead of many litcracies (McKay), if there were easy
methods to eradicate errors or explain our academic cultures and
discourses, then teaching diverse students would he much easier.
But the very complexity of the issues is what makes them inter-
esting: As a teacher of academic literacies, I learn a greatdeal
from students who are linguistically and culturally different from
me, and, like many of my faculty colleagues, Ienjoy the polyphony
(as Laurence terms it) of my classes. Certainly, discoveries about
the diversity within our classrooms and our worlds, and an ap-
preciation for difference, must be two of the most important
achievements of a North American liberal education.

6,1n secolJd-langua~e acquisition, we refer to the language students use
as they attcmpr to become proficient as "inrcrlanguage." Many of the
emergent English·language speakers arc fossilized into a particular
inrcrlanguagc period. As a result, they continue to make errors that
they themselves cannot identify, I'kre arc a few examples from l.eki
(UlIdersf<lIldillg), Chapter 9:

2. A faculty member Zamel interviewed said he had so many diverse

Cur down more trees creates hotter conditions.

This (Ol11prombl' succeeded to bril1~ abour a ccasefirc.

A real revolution was occurred with her election.

The man he is very Inter~~ting in being there,

7. See Bcrkcnkorrer and Huckin and Cilrrow and Valiqucrre for inter-
esting discussions of us~s of conrcnr in the disciplines.

H. A remarkable number of Est students with good grade~ in their dis-
ciplinary courses arc ellfoll~d in basic writing classes in North Amcr];
'can colleges ami universities, Many claim rhnr their- instructors in the
disciplines arc interested only in their und~rsranding of content, not in
their errors, In S(JI11~cases, especially in cuginccring, most of the faculty
arc former ESI. sruclcnrs rhcmsclvcs , and a "fon:igll ucccnr" in wrirrcn
work has become ucccpruhh- (johns, "Writtl'll Argumcnrarion").

9, The opposite problem aris~s in S()I11~'rh~tori( and composition stud-
,il's progr.nn-, in which //(1 di:-,,'us';ion of grallllllilr und its rhcror ical pur-
pose~ takes place,
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Notes

I. "l.inguistic.:aI1r diverse," though awkward, appears ro he the most
appropriate term for rhc variety of bilingual and ESl. students in our
classes, 1 also use" ESI.," but readers should note that rhis term is (on-
sid~n·d ekrug;)tory hy muny students and teachers, pnrricularly in Latino
Ll) 1111111111ities,

'.
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10. It is important to note here that reading may be fully as challenging
as writing for some ESt students, as well for other students in our classes.
In California we have found that many more students have difficulty
with the reading section of the English Placement Test (a diagnostic
examination, udmiuisrercd when Mudelll~ enroll) than with the writing
section.
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traces the evolution of contrastive rhetoric (CR), beginningwith
the famous Kaplan 1966 "doodles" study; she then discusses the
CR interface with various theoretical and disciplinary camps: rheto-
ric and composition, textual linguistics, cultural studies, transla-
tion, and genre studies. To understand CR issues, WAC
administrators might consult allthree of the volumes mentioned
here for specific chapters of interest.

Huckin, Thomas, Margot Haynes, and James Coady, cds. Second LlII- '

gllllge Reading ,1IId VocalJIIldry Learning. Norwood, NJ: Ablex,
1993. If we were to :15k the ESl. students in our classes to nanic the
one major problem the}' face in acquiring academic litcracics, they
would undoubrcdly say "learning vocabulary." This rich collection
discusses ways in which L2 students in academic environments con-
front issues of vocabulary acquisition, sometimes with negative
consequences. Chapters such as "False Friends and Reckless Guess-
crs: Observing Cognate Recognition Strategies" (Holmes and
Ramos) anti "Too Many Words: Learning the Vocabulary of an
Academic Subject" (Parry) should he particularly useful to WAC
practirioncrs.

lations. WAC administrators can consult this volume for discus-
sions of collahorarivc learning and ESL, designing initial needs as-
sessments, involving students in class discussion, and other practical
topics.

Silva, Tony, Ilona Leki, and Joan Carson. "Broadening the Perspective
of Mainstream Composition Studies." Writtell Connnuuication 14
( 1997); 398-428. In this article, three of the most prominent ESL
literacy specialists argue that ESL composition research and theory
have been neglected hy mainstream professionals. The authors dis-
cuss two topics that arc central to the ESL literature; second-Inn-
guagc acquisition research and second-languhge writing instruction,
noting the importance of each to understanding diverse student
populations.

Handbooks

l.cki, Ilona. Understanding ESI. Writas: A Guide for Teachers. Ports-
mouth, NH: Ho)'nton/Cook, 1')92. If there were only one volume
Oil ESL purchased for a WAC library, rhis hook would he the choice
of mu ny F.SI. spccia lists. () f pa rricnla r interest to \YJAC practitio-
ners is l.cki's short and accessible discussions of second-language'
acquisition, the di ffcrcnccs among ESL nnd basic writers, charuc-
rcrisrics of ESt. students, major findings from second-language
composition research, modern issues ill contrastive rhetoric, and com-
mon sentence-level errors. Using this volume, WAC administrators
could provide a complete and focused ESL workshop for faculty.

Murray, Denise M. Diversit» as a Resource: Redefining Cultura! Lit-
atl(")'. Alexandria, VA; Teachers of English to Speakers of Other
Languages (TESOI.), I')L)2.With a foreword by Shirley Brice l lcarh
and some excellent chapters, this volume approaches literacy issues
from :l cultural perspective, arguim; that much of what bculty ob-
ject to in the wrilill~ of linguihticallr diverse students call he traced
to cultural mismatches rather than to contrastive rhetoric or sru-
dent error. Chapters are written from a number of cultural perspec·
rives, and issues of cultural literacy are raised "and critiqued.

Roberts, Helen, cr al. Teaching [nnu « MlilticlIltllr,11 Persticctivc, Thou-
sand Oaks, CA: Sage, 1')94. This volume is devoted exclusively to
providing practical suggestiot\s tor undcrsranding, teaching, and
assessing the nontraditional stu'i.lel~t and encouraging university
•1llministrations to recognize and embrace changes in student popu-

Azal; Betty S; UlldcrsfillldiJlg"cl1ld Using E/lglish (;r<lIlI1I/(Ir. Englewood
Cliffs, N.l: Prentice-Hall, 19S 1. For those WAC practitioners and
other taClllt)' who need to develop a 1l1etalangu:lge"about grammar
or who want to refresh their memory about "rraditionn Igrnmmn r,"
rhistcxrbook for ESL students will provide an accessible reference.
In addition to fifteen chapters Oil topics in English grammar, it ill-
eludes an appendix that defines busic granunar terms. This is in
fact a series of volumes f(!r students at different English-language

".proficicncy levels.

Rairncs, Ann. Kcys for Writers: A Brief H'lIIdhook. 2nd ed. Boston:
Houghton Nlifflin, 199'). If faculty want to recommend a hand-
"book written by an ESI. expert, Keys li)r Writers is prohahly their
.bcsr choice. In addition to being a useful handbook for all students,
this volume devotes twenty-one pages to ESl. issues, concentrating
on some of the major student errors and common editing questions
that ESI. students "ask. The handbook has auorhcr attractive fea-
ture: boxes throughout the text that highlight" l.anguage Across
Cultures" issues, On page 25H, for example, the author discusses
the implications of the fact that only English l':lpit:1b,l's the first-
person singular pronoun "L" The volume a lso has a go()d section
on citingsollfl:es and avoiding plagiarism.

Swan, Michael, and Bernard Smith, cds, Learner Lng/ish: A Teacher's
GliiJc to interference ,1IId Other Problctns. (::1 mhridge: Ca mbridge
UP, 19HX. For those who would like to know more nbour thl' Fe,,-
rures of the languages their students speak, thih volume is invalu-
able, It provides ,a brief discussion of verb tense and aspect and
other characteristics of written languages, such as punctuation .
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'WEB Sites

• At California State University, Los Angeles. where an estimated
80 percent of the students are linguistically diverse, ,,1. Anne
Snow and others have been conducting workshops with faculty
on ESL issues for a number of years. The)' have developed \Veb
sites such as hrtp://web.calstarela.edu/centers/write_cn/esltyp.hrm
that deal specifically with ESL issues. CSULA sites are also de-
voted to ESL literacy in specific disciplines, such as this one on
philosophy: http://web.calstatela.edu!cenrers/writt'_co/. With its
large ESL population and its commitment to writing in the disci-
plines, CAL State LA. is a good source for \'{!AC faculty,

• At \X'ashington State University, ESL experts hare set lip an ESL
"Heir Desk" which lists books and resources for students, ad-
vice for faculty, and [5L classes in the English department; Lynn
Gordon, the faculty member who set it lip, answers questions
from non-native speakers of English from all over the world:
http://www.wslI.edu/ gordon/ESLI.

• Purdue University's online Writing Lab provides tutoring by
e-muil.and dozens of helpful documents. For information, send
a bin nk e-rnail message to owl@sage,cc.purdue.cdll (with the sub-
ject "owl-request").
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